DoD PMO Affordability Program Implementation Plan!
- No DFARS Waiver Required-

UID Solicitations & Legacy Strategy

- Jan 1, 04, Begin UID Deliverables (Part A - per Contract/DFARS); UID All DFARS 252.211-7003 c(i). Line item Deliverables. (ii.) and (iii.) - Include New Designs, Pre-designed Name Plates, Labels Only...Escapes in Legacy UID Plan
- April 1, 06, Begin UID Legacy (Part D – per Contract Mods; Depots); UID Name Plates, Labels; Virtually UID Critical items requiring engineering drawing changes/analysis unless Major Modifications will occur prior to Dec 30, 2007
- Sept 30, 07, UID Legacy (Part D – per Contract Mods; Depots); UID’d Name Plates/Labels Supplied to UID Registry and Selected Critical Serial Managed Virtually or Physically UID’d and Supplied to UID Registry

UID items Requiring Engin. Drawing Changes UID’d Only During Major Modifications Trigger Events

Sept 30, 08, Complete Assessment of Remaining Critical Virtual UIDs and Non-critical parts...PMO to determine if Engineering Change Req’d (via Contract Mod) or Continue with Virtual UID post Dec 30, 10 Until Next Trigger Event (Major Modification) or no UID

UID GFP (DD1662 Items) Strategy

- By Jan 1, 06, Virtual UID Listing of Existing GFP and Supplied to UID Registry (via other than Contract Mod method)
- Jan 1, 06, Begin Physically Marked GFP UID Deliveries to Different CAGE Code/Govt Location (Part B – per DFARS or Contract Mods) Engineering Drawing Analysis/Changes for the Sole Purpose of UID Insertion Should Be An Exception

UID 2D Data Matrix And Associated Data Flow Capability

- Mar 1, 04, UID Marking Capability; Data Flow to UID Registry (Part A)
- April, 1, 06, UID Marking Capability; Data Flow to UID Registry (Part D)
- Jan 1, 05, UID Marking Capability; Data Flow to UID Registry (Part B)